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The utopia of modularisation has been achieved in the 
automotive industry where cars are produced to the 
highest level of precision in factory conditions, using 
computer controlled robotics with minimal human input. 
This remains a distant goal for construction where there 
will always be an inherent amount of work carried out on 
site.

However the stated benefits of off-site prefabrication 
is not something the construction industry can ignore 
any longer:

 •  Speed – With a high proportion of the works being 
carried out off site in factory conditions the on-site 
programme is dramatically reduced which benefits 
not only contractors’ preliminaries costs but also:

 •  Logistics – Fewer construction materials and 
on site trades mean less traffic and disruption 
to the local area. 

 •  Health & Safety – Less site activity reduces 
the risk of accidents / incidents.

 •  Return on Investment – Faster programmes 
get units to market quicker.

 •  Quality – Works carried out in factory conditions 
are more accurate and are devoid of the risk of 
site conditions (weather, disruption etc). This in 
turn helps to reduce defects which again take up 
considerable on site time and resource; the bane of 
our industry!

 •  Sustainability – the accuracy of factory work 
reduces the volume of material wastage with less 
material being sent.

2015 has seen the majority of residential column inches 
being dedicated to the Private Rental Sector (PRS) and 
its potential to be the catalyst in helping the country 
solve its housing shortage. This focus is not unwarranted, 
with a number of respected developers turning 
their attentions to the PRS product amid a growing 
understanding of what its design and management 
constitute. There are some miles to be travelled before it 
becomes more widely adopted, with the much discussed 
barriers to success still very much hot topics: planning, 
viability and institutional investment.

PRS may well help to house more people in their desired 
localities by making it more accessible to those who 
can’t afford to get onto the property ladder, however it 
does not get to the root of the problem; there simply 
aren’t enough properties being built to house the 
growing population. Or perhaps more to the point, 
there is a dearth of affordable homes in the pipeline 
that the majority of the population can afford. Whilst 
demand outstrips supply, prices and rents will continue 
to rise unless the industry can figure out how to build 
CHEAPER and FASTER. Is modularisation the answer?

To an extent every construction job has a degree of 
prefabrication.  Most designs can be subdivided into 
smaller constituent parts: steelwork; windows; doors; etc 
but these only really scratch the surface of what can be 
achieved and the vast majority of construction work is 
still carried out on site. 

As part of a Future Housing study, alinea were part of 
a team that looked at ways to simplify construction 
through standardisation and prefabrication to not 
only keep construction costs down but to also reduce 
programme duration and on-site risks, whilst improving 
the speed and security of returns on investment. 
Although not modular in the true sense of the word, it 
did however highlight areas where a standard kit of parts 
with an industrial approach to design and construction 
could be as effective as looking at innovative materials 
and building techniques. 

Can we fix the housebuilding  
crisis piece by piece?
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So why then, given the purported benefits of modular 
construction, are the systems not being utilised to 
greater effect? For one, most of the above benefits 
tend to be anecdotal. There has not been the volume of 
modular construction carried out to test the magnitude 
of what can actually be achieved compared to a 
traditional alternative. 

The industry resistance to use modular can be further 
explained by the following:

 •  A lack of competition – Clients have very little choice 
in the modular contracting market against a very 
large traditional pool of trades. A lack of track record 
also makes using modular a risk over its traditional 
counterpart. 

 •  Cost – A lack of viable contractors tends to drive 
prices up as there is a reduced level of competitive 
tension in the modular market. Contractors’ suffer 
from a ‘chicken and egg’ scenario: in order to drive 
down manufacturing costs and make their operations 
more efficient, they need a high volume of work 
going through the factory. Clients have historically 
not wanted to expose themselves to the risk of a 
contractor with a poor covenant and low turnover 
so don’t commit to an order size that could drive 
down costs to a palatable level. One is left with a 
hypothetical cost saving for modular that does not 
tend to be realised in practice.

 •  Size of Investment – The scale of operations required 
to delivery modular units requires a high level of 
capital to get it started, not to mention available land, 
plant, material and labour supply.

 •  Market Perception – Talk to most members of the 
public about modular housing and their views are 
likely to centre on small cramped spaces; shipping 
container style architecture with cheap and cheerful 
interiors. There is no doubt some schemes reflect this 
and it is a stigma that will take time to shift,  however 
one would be hard pressed to work out the method of 
construction once inside the finished product.

Historically, there have been very few successful large 
scale modular residential projects delivered in the UK. 
For the small number of manufacturing companies in 
existence who have modular capabilities, their efforts to 
date have mainly focussed on student accommodation, 
hotels and government buildings such as Project SLAM 
for the Defence Estates. The repetitious nature of 
these developments lends itself well to prefabricated 

construction where standardisation of modules and 
materials accelerates the manufacturing process and 
helps to drive down cost through efficiencies. 

Certain use classes also have the benefit of regular 
room sizes which are generally small enough (below 
25m2) to be modularised easily. Residential on the other 
hand, tends to have a much lower degree of repetition 
driven by planning (unit mix; 1, 2, 3 or more bedrooms); 
design (dual aspect; net: gross efficiencies and core 
arrangements) and tenure mix (private, PRS, affordable). 
This can lead to a wide variety of apartment types with 
the ability to vertical-stack services hindered. 

An area where modularisation has had a degree of 
success in residential development is that of bathroom 
pods. Again this has had greater success in the hotel / 
student projects where there is greater standardisation 
but contractors / developers are seeing the benefits in 
larger residential schemes where volumes help to drive 
down costs. In reducing the number of trades on site it 
helps to mitigate programme delays and also can reduce 
defects as finishes are installed in factory conditions off 
site.

In recent times, though, there has been greater noise in 
the industry around modular construction for residential. 
The lessons learnt from other industries and sectors has 
been slow, but is now starting to enter the consciousness 
of contractors and clients alike. A number of modular 
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contractors have spent time researching and developing 
their products in order to respond to the housing 
demand that exists in the UK. Companies who have 
a good track record of delivering modular products 
in other sectors are now considering large residential 
projects alongside their existing stock of smaller scale 
offerings. 

This list is by no means exhaustive but some of the 
key players in the current modular market are:
 •  Caledonian Modular
 •  Premier Interlink (WACO)
 •  Elements Europe
 •  Vision Modular (UK)
 •  Marcity

The base modular system which almost all companies 
have followed is a lightweight steel frame with a beam 
and post arrangement, where the load is transferred 
through the corners of the module when stacked. 
Beyond this there are vast variations in hot / cold rolled 
steel; floor build ups; bracing requirements etc between 
the contractors. Each contractor’s offering can range 
from just the frame being made off site to having a 
completed unit / apartment delivered to site. This level 
of variance makes comparison of products a difficult 
process. More importantly though, given their different 

structural build ups, it makes for a designers headache. 
And if you wish to tender the works after the detailed 
design stage, as is the norm with traditional, the scheme 
design must have tolerances to accommodate a variety 
of different systems. This may not always be possible 
and again reduces the number of potential tenderers for 
a project which in turn has a detrimental effect on the 
commerciality / viability.

Another factor is that in every build there will remain an 
element of traditional construction, be it foundations, 
cores or cladding. These traditional trades are not always 
readily supplied by the modular contracting market, so 
their alternative is to either sub-contract these works, or 
to work under a main contractor. Again, given the variety 
of services provided the choice of who to best contract 
with becomes a complicated procedure of normalisation.
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Alongside the modular specific contractors a number 
of larger main contracting firms have started to take a 
more focused look at modular construction. Kier have 
its BoxClever® modular system, while Laing O’Rourke 
(LoR) has also been at the forefront of prefabrication in 
the industry, investing heavily in modular manufacture. 
A trip round the LoR facility, ‘Explore’ feels like a view 
into the future of construction, the synergies with a car 
production line apparent. At this stage the output is 
focused on their Design for Manufacture and Assembly 
(DfMA) which is more prefabrication than modular but 
a new facility looking at advanced modular housing 
located at the same site is underway, and earlier 
prototypes and mock ups on display show what could 
be achieved. It aims to deliver 10,000 homes per year 
when fully operational, a bold target but given LoR’s 
track record, covenant and history of delivery major 
projects, not something to be ignored.

It is evident that modular residential development still 
has a number of challenges to overcome, whether 
perceived or actual.  Limitations on height of schemes 
is one, with most companies stating a sweet spot of 
around 10 – 12 storeys before additional bracing and 
traditional elements are required which start to erode 
modular programme and cost savings. 

Is this a problem? Certainly not in the suburbs and 
beyond where building mid to high rise makes little 
commercial sense but in urban areas where land is 
expensive and hard to come by, building tall will often  
be a prerequisite of viability. Vertical stacking of units, 
unit mix and ancillary spaces with high complexity of 
design to suit planning are serious considerations that 
have yet to be resolved in modular manufacture. 

So, is a modular approach the answer to the housing 
crisis? In time it might well prove to be a key influence in 
boosting our supply of housing stock in the UK, however 
right now there are more questions than answers. But 
that should not prevent an attempt to provide the 
answers, given the crisis of supply in the UK and the 
fundamental benefit we believe such an approach should 
bring. 

How can we as an industry start to address these 
issues? For a start, Institutional investment in 
prefabrication (in whatever form that may take) will 
help to overcome the hurdle of financial covenants 
whilst giving the comfort of a stronger pipeline of 
manufacture, in turn driving economies of scale. 
Moreover, a joined up approach to design and 
manufacturing will create an understanding of the key 
rules that make factory built schemes work. We are 
currently implementing, alongside the design team, 
such a rules document for a PRS / Modular scheme 
and intend to develop this into a more generic guide 
that can be applied to all potential modular projects.

We believe there are significant untapped 
opportunities. 

Author
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Residential at alinea
We are currently looking at various residential developments, from single units, low rise blocks, high rise towers and 
masterplans. Identified as a sector of real opportunity, our growing project experience and knowledge pieces have 
established a significant pipeline of projects. This will place residential as a key focus as our team and company 
grows.

Our people have worked on and led schemes such as Greenwich Peninsula, Stratford Centre, Wardour Street, Mount 
Pleasant and The Silwood Estate, as well as helping to develop a future residential model for cost efficient homes.

We have supported clients Lipton Rogers and Quintain on strategic pieces of work around procurement and design 
economics. Our Partners have led client accounts for leading Developers such as Blackstone, Legal & General, Great 
Portland Estates and First Base.

The challenges of residential development encompass complexity around tenure and unit mix, understanding the 
impact of sales value on fit out costs, code and design standards, amenity space requirements and procurement of 
the shell and fit out elements.

We understand the nuances of these challenges - we leverage our intellectual property, insight and experience, which 
we apply on projects to deliver certainty to our cost management approach, which itself is founded upon four key 
success factors. 

Produce the right concept Persistently apply these 
principles

Work together! Get the procurement 
strategy right

Key success factors

Explain the cost and value 
drivers to the team at the 
outset, enabling asset 
drivers and form to be 
optimised.

 

Continue to improve every 
aspect of the design, 
checking the ‘big ticket’ 
items but also placing focus 
at the micro-scale so that 
aggregation of marginal 
gains can be maximised 
through the honing of 
details.

Create the right team 
and engender an ethos 
of collaboration, with a 
governance structure that 
supports teamwork. 

Align the strategy with the 
market and the client/team. 
Be clear on the extent and 
allocation of risks. Above 
all, ‘sell’ the project to the 
market.
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